
Keeping kids learning
Here are some of our favourite tips for keeping kids learning:

• Read for an hour per day! Look up “best books of all time”, school reading lists, or simply pick a
book and READ!

• Write/Journal: This will prove an important historical event, spend a little time documenting it each day;
this will help you academically, as well as positively boost your social and emotional health.

• Remote Career Expo: Engage with your relatives remotely, and find out more about their career, how
and why they chose that path, and their opinion of the pros and cons of the career.

• Compassion Project: keeping a safe distance, how can you help your neighbor or a relative? Write
positive and encouraging letters to the elderly, first responders, or medical employees, have the notes
delivered to assisted living facilities or hospitals.

• Independent passion project: You have a unique opportunity to do more with your free time:

- Learn something new! What is it you wish you knew how to do but never had the time to do it?

- Learn how to paint a room, cook a meal, or knit a hat. Wash your mum’s car, or learn how to
change a tyre.

- Learn basic coding

- Fix your bike, or complete a project around the house.

- Watch YouTube lessons on a variety of personal interests.

- Work out daily!

- Plan a games night with your family.

If you can think of other ways you can keep learning, let us know so we can share it!
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Here’s how to keep learning at home. Anything underlined can be found in this pack. 

READING 

Read every day. When you finish a book do the following: 

 Add it to the Reading Log
 Roll a dice and complete the After Reading Challenge

Some ideas for reading: 

 Books
 The news online (Kids News is a great website)
 Research a topic of interest (DK Find Out is a good children’s encyclopaedia)

WRITING 

Write or complete a writing composer every day. Having help from an adult to edit is very valuable. 

Here are the ten tasks: 

1) Look at the prompt All Children Should Have to Play Sport and complete the Persuasive Composer

2) Look at the persuasive composer you completed, then write and edit your persuasive essay.

3) Go to the Roll a Story and roll 3 times. Complete the Narrative Composer.

4) Look at the narrative composer you completed, then write and edit your story.

5) Find the Messy Bedroom writing prompt and complete the task.

6) Look at the Junk Food prompt and complete the Persuasive Composer.

7) Look at the persuasive composer you completed, then write and edit your persuasive essay.

8) Go to the Roll a Story and roll 3 times. Complete the Narrative Composer.

9) Look at the narrative composer you completed then write and edit your story.

10) Find the Girl on Dragon writing prompt and complete the task.

MATHS 

The maths pack is different for each student. The instructions will be on the pack. 

Great online resources for maths are: 

 Hit the Button (for practising mental maths)
 Math Antics (maths videos and matching worksheets, just be aware you have to pay to get access to

the worksheets)
 Khan Academy (for students who are more confident in maths)



Year 5 curriculum links 
Literature and context 

• Identify aspects of literary texts that convey details or information about particular social, cultural and historical contexts 

Responding to literature 
• Recognise that ideas in literary texts can be conveyed from different viewpoints, which can lead to different kinds of 

interpretations and responses 

Creating literature 
• Create literary texts using realistic and fantasy settings and characters that draw on the worlds represented in texts 

students have experienced 

Interpreting, analysing and evaluating 
• Identify and explain characteristic text structures and language features used in imaginative, informative and persuasive 

texts to meet the purpose of the text 
• Use comprehension strategies to analyse information, integrating and linking ideas from a variety of print and digital 

sources 

Creating texts 
• Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive print and multimodal texts, 

choosing text structures, language features, images and sound appropriate to purpose and audience 
• Re-read and edit student’s own and others’ work using agreed criteria for text structures and language features  
• Develop a handwriting style that is becoming legible, fluent and automatic 

Phonics and word knowledge 
• Understand how to use knowledge of known words, base words, prefixes and suffixes, word origins, letter patterns and 

spelling generalisations to spell new words 

 

Year 6 curriculum links 
Literature and context 

• Make connections between students’ own experiences and those of characters and events represented in texts drawn 
from different historical, social and cultural contexts 

Responding to literature 
• Analyse and evaluate similarities and differences in texts on similar topics, themes or plots 

Creating literature 
• Create literary texts that adapt or combine aspects of texts students have experienced in innovative ways 

Interpreting, analysing and evaluating 
• Analyse how text structures and language features work together to meet the purpose of a text 
• Use comprehension strategies to interpret and analyse information and ideas, comparing content from a variety of 

textual sources including media and digital texts 

Creating texts 
• Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, choosing and experimenting 

with text structures, language features, images and digital resources appropriate to purpose and audience 
• Re-read and edit students’ own and others’ work using agreed criteria and explaining editing choices 
• Develop a handwriting style that is legible, fluent and automatic and varies according to audience and purpose  

Phonics and word knowledge 
• Understand how to use phonic knowledge and accumulated understandings about blending, letter-sound relationships, 

common and uncommon letter patterns and phonic generalisations to read and write increasingly complex words 



READING LOG
BEFORE READING
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Finish Date Reflection (circle yes or no)

1) Finished? Yes / No       2) Good fit? Yes / No      3) Enjoyed? Yes / No
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Change the end of the 
story.

What is the main idea of the 
story?

Describe the story’s 
settings.

What is the problem in the 
story? Was it solved?

Describe the main 
character.

What happened in the 
story?
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All children should have to play sport
Do you agree or disagree with this topic, or can you see both sides of the issue?
Write to persuade a reader to agree with your own opinions.

Think about:

• what your point of view is

• how to write an introduction to clearly state what you think about the topic

•  what your arguments are, with reasons or examples to explain them

• how to be persuasive

•  how to write a conclusion to give a summary of your main points
and a final comment on your opinion.

Remember to:

• plan your writing before you begin

• make your writing interesting to read

• write in sentences and stay on the topic

• check your spelling and punctuation

• start a new paragraph for each new idea

• check and edit your writing when you are finished.

Look carefully at the pictures. 
They may help you with some of your ideas.
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Junk food – Should it be banned at school?
What do you think about this idea? Write to persuade a reader 
to agree with your point of view.

Think about:

• if you agree or disagree or if you can see both sides of the topic

• an introduction – clearly say what you think about the topic

• your opinions – give reasons or examples to explain them and be persuasive

• a conclusion – a summary of your main points and a final comment
on your opinion

Remember to:

• plan your writing before you begin

• make your writing interesting to read

• write in sentences and stay on the topic

• check your spelling and punctuation

• use words that will persuade your reader

• start a new paragraph for each new idea

• check and edit your writing when you are finished

ext wPersuasive tePersuasive te
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Persuasive Composer:

Argument 

Plan

I strongly believe that (Argument).

(Blank line)

Firstly, (Reason 1:__________________________________).

(Support:__________________________________________). 

(Support:__________________________________________).

(Blank line)

Secondly, (Reason 2:_______________________________).

(Support:__________________________________________). 

(Support:__________________________________________).

(Blank line)

Finally, (Reason 3:_________________________________).

(Support:__________________________________________). 

(Support:__________________________________________).

(Blank line)

In conclusion, (Argument).

.

Reason Brainstorm (short dot points, not sentences)

⚫ ⚫

⚫ ⚫

⚫ ⚫

WOW! Words
Tick the words you want to use

❑ …because…

❑ I think

❑ I am sure that

❑ Everybody knows

❑ Of course,

❑ For example, 

❑ For instance, 

❑ Furthermore,

Name:                        Date:

Edit (after writing)

❑ Slow read

❑ Punctuation (. ! ? , “ ‘)

❑ Capital letters (ABC)

❑ Spelling

❑ Partner check

❑ Teacher check:__________
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Character Setting Problem

Monster Cave Loses something

Dragon Farm Is chased

Princess Lake Gets lost

Frog Desert Gets trapped

Knight Forest Looks for treasure

Bear Castle Hears a monster



Narrative Composer 
Title 

--------------------

Ch:ar:actere 

Wh Problem 
:it elee h:ippened?

9olutaon 
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Stamp

Tom
Stamp

Tom
Stamp
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Don’t worry, 
I can explain…

You’ve been caught with a messy 
bedroom! Write an excuse for 
what happened. Was there a 

ghost, a rogue tornado or maybe 
aliens did it.



Write a rich description of this 
moment in a story. Think of what 
you can see, feel, hear and smell. 

How does the girl feel? 
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